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Interview with Barbara Calhoun
by Dr. Joseph Watras
October 5, 1988
Watras:

Could we begin by me asking your name?

Calhoun:
Watras:

My name is Barbara

.Calhoun.

And you were teaching in 1972 in the Dayton School System?

Calhoun:
Watras:

I wss teaching at Residence Park in 1972.
Now that was the beginning, well I guess the efforts

to desegregate the D~yton School System.

And the things I'm trying

to ask are the pressures the teachers felt as a result of the controversy
that arose.

If I remember there were quite a few things that happened

to the system during those years.

We were wondering how it affected

the relationships the teachers had with each other in the classroom
environment.
Calhoun:

In 1972 I felt no real pressures at that time.

at Residence Park and I was a new teacher at that time.

I was

And I did not

feel any effect until I was transferred the following, 1973-74, to
Pateerson-Kennedy School.

At that time, we had both black and white

students there and the minute that, I shouldn't say the minute, but
the time that we changed and we went into that phase of our desegregation
plan there were many parents that left the Patterson-Kennedy area. In
other words, it was

t ~r
white /~hite

and many of the parents, while they

were chummy with black teachers, and thought no harm of black teachers,
they could not realize or come to the realization that

, their

children would be sitting in the classroom with black children.
While we were there, we were friends,
was no

the teachers were fine,

there

'problem; but they could not understand that their little

black Johnnie and little black Susie could eat lunch together or play
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on the playground together.
children.

There was going to be harm done to their

so many of the parents went back to Kentucky, Tennessee

because they did not want to be involved in this busing.
Watras: That was several years before the buses actually rolled,
though isn't it?
Calhoun:

That's right.

1976, right.

Prior to that time, I

recall going to, while I was at Patterson-Kennedy, they had what the
Dayton System called at that time a science school and we were bused
out to Eastmont.

Now I had all white children in the sixth grade

at Patterson-Kennedy but we were integrated because black schools
(black in quote) came to that science center.

The principal at the

school at that time feared every black kid that was going to come
off that bus was going to cause trouble.
that time, boys and girls

~vere

And as you can recall at

wearing afros and they wore picks in

their hair and he thought that they were a dangerous weapon, of which
they could have been, but he thought everyone was going to

it.

So he would confiscate all of the picks, he would kind of search them
to make sure there was no dangerous weapon, as he said, coming into
his building.

And, of course, he only did that to black children

that was getting off the bus.

Now, I had no black children at that

time, but I ceold readily see what was going on.

He felt pressured

that because there was an invasion of black children coming into his
building, of which he was aunaccustomed to, that there was going to
be problems.

Now, therefore, we would have days, which meant over

half days, because they ate their lunch there. We got back to our home
school in time for dismissal.
lunch there.

So which meant they had to eat their

I could readily tell that he was very, very neruous

about all these children coming in.

Now while I had all white children,

he never said anything to me about my children.

He didn't say anytfufu~g
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about searching them or making sure they get off the bus and get to a
certain area.

We used to go into the lower level of the school and he

would line up all the kids, all the black kids, that got off the bus
and made sure these picks, or whatever,

were out of the way. Now

I would come in with my white children here and usher them to our rooms
It was really a thing,

_you know.

I didn't really pay any ateention

at the beginning because it wasn't affecting me until I went two or
three times and then I found out.

Then when I was going to the

lunchroom, then I noticed he was doing things to the black children
that I did not see him do to the white children; for example, one had
a thermos of pop and he yanked it from him saying, "There must have
been something in there other than pop."

White children sat right

next to the black: kids and he would say not one word to them.

So it

was, it began to make me take notice of the things that were going
on around theee and it was very difficult for me to accept that. I
had no one to turn to because this was new in the system and when I
did talk to my principal he said, "Well, it's new; they're going to
work it out."

That kind of thing.

of white children as they came in.

But I didn't see that overprotection
That took me a long time to

understand and to be familiar with and that went on all year.

So

when Wednesdays rolled around and it was my time to go to the science
center, I hated it.

I hated Wednesdays because I had to go to them.

It ws very stresful because you never knew what this gentleman was
going to say and he didn't have a pleasant voice; he was screaming
and hollering.

so that was very ... But then the following year I didn't

have to go back to the science center the next year because I was then
transferred
servicing

into a reading program in the same school and I was
_children in the first through the fifth grade.
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I had no problems there; but when desegregation came and we began to
bus the black children, that's when we saw a lot of the white plight
and they would tell us.
you're great."
allover us,

"I don't have anything against you; I think

They would bake us things; they would hug and kiss
this kind of stuff; but when it was time for the

black children to come it, they didn't want any part of it because
they couldn't ur.derstand.
told

1'1
m~ ~s

back."

They just could not understand.

One mother

soon as I think you have it straightened out, I might come

But what she was really telling me is that those that chose

to stay after she found out that that black didn't really rub off
but there really was no
then I'll come back.
beautifully.

problem with them sitting there eating,

And she did.

And everything worked out

And it wasn't so much children having problems relating

to one another and getting along, as it was that the parents were
interfering with it.

lAd it made it very rough.

But after we got

over that hurdle and they were able to understand and see that there
were no problems and that they all could get along very well, then
it worked out beautifully.

I had no problems.

But as a teacher,

the only time I really felt stressful was when I was at the science
center.

At my home schoom, I didn't have any problems; the faculty

got along just beautifully.

The children that were in there had

normal problems that you would see in any school. We did have, as
you would expect, there were some racial slurs made, but that seemed
to pass.

Like I said, that was at the beginning of my school year

so I was able to ignore a lot more than perhaps maybe I would be
at this time. But there were really no tremendous
that I could not survive with.

problems that I saw
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Watras:

Two questions:

The first one, you said that your

first year was at Residence Park and your second year at PattersonKennedy; did you choose to make that shift?

I interviewed Paul

Ressler the other day and he said that they worked out desegregation
staff with as much voluntary compliance as possible, but he acknowledged
that with first year teachers or people with little seniority that
sometimes that wasn't the case; that those people were moved without
their will or choice.
Calhoun:

In my particular instance, I did not initiate a move.

It was because I was the last one with little seniority at that
building, the enrollment was down and therefore I could no longer ...
my services were no longer needed at Residence Park.
notified until September of my next position.
I did not initiate.

for 15 years.

I was not

And I stayed there

This was the only move I

initiated, to corne to Jefferson this year.

The rest of them was

because they didn't need my services and then when I went to
Patterson-Kennedy I stayed there until I decided to corne to Jefferson.
No, it was done through the Board.and understandably so.
Watras:

The second question is about the principal in the

science center and his manner.

Wayne Carl, when he was superintendent

in 1972 and, I think, a little into 1973, sponsored several inservices
which dealt with human relations.
were extremely controversial.
they talk about it.
of them.

And those human relations sessions

I'm surprised

J \-\~))I)'\<'1'l) ...J..("o:\
~ vp eople have

when

Mr. King, I think Charles King, was in charge

Some people say that

'they were very beneficial; that

they became aware of exactly the same kind of prejudices that they
didn't realize they harbored that you were describing this principal
as having, being excessively severe with black children and lenient
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with

white children, thinking that all black children carried knives

or someone like that.

But other people have said, "Well the sensitivity

sessions may have done that for me, but they were too painful.

They

weren't really worth the pain I had to go through to learn those
problems, to learn about those problems."
that these inservices that this

At any rate, do you think
or human relations courses,

would they have helped?
Calhoun:

I am sure since it was almost mandated by the Board

that we attend human relations inservices; I'm almost positive that
he did. However, they sometimes treat the administrators in a different
light; they have other inservices to go to and they may have been
inserYices, I don't know.

But I was in service by Mr. King.

As a

person I thought they WEre degrading because the very first thing,
or

_one of the

. things that was brought ou t in that inservice is

that you white people have to understand that black people say,
"dees" and "dat" and this kind of stuff. That's not acceptable
language.

We don't need an inservice to tell us the policies of

black language.

they even went so far as to have a language class

so they could get to know the lingo of the black boys and girls,
which, to me, was degrading.
lingo.

We didn't have an inservice on white

that, to me, you know why do we have to call all of these

teachers in, allover the city, to tell them that black kids may
say, "Let's go out tonight and have a ball."

and, "Let's get with it."

There were many things, and I can't even remember all the terms now
that ws being used at

'that time, but

we

,spent endless hours

on these kinds of things to teach the white teachers what black children
night

say.

By the same token, I took great issue with it, although
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at that time I did not voice my complaint because I wanted a job and
I didn't know if it would jeapardize it.

But I wanted to remain

employed because my first love is teaching children and working with
them.

No one said, "Hey, black teachers, you go to an inservice so

you can hear and talk about the white children and how they speak
and their particular lingo."

I am sure that I

'can speak

teachers, a lot of teachers, black teachers that '
that particular point.
interest~dg

for several

'.took issue with

Some of the factors of the program were

because we had interaction groups and we able to talk

about things.

And

lot everything learned in the inservices were

totally wasted or of no value.
they even had a

But I did take great issue with that;

packet that had all of

th~se

picks and combs ...

greens and cornbrea~ , kids coming in and talking about greens and
cornbread, that's what they had for dinner ... this kind of thing.
To this day it leaves a bitter taste in my mind when I have to think
of that kind of thing.

So that too, was one-sided.

to talk about the lingo of kids,
sides, not just one.

If we're going

let's talk about it from both

Because I am sure most of the people that were

there had heard these terms themselves.

They can turn on the TV.

There wre blacks on TV at that time and many things appeared in
the newspapers, magazines, whatever.
why have it?

And we spent all of that time;

Just to talk about the language of the black kids?

It was treating them as something invading Earth from outer space;
you have to learn how to deal with this because it's going to be in
your classroom now.

Don't look frightened if this kid comes in with

his hair all bushed out over his head.

But by the same token, years

after we saw white people doing the same thing.

They came in with

the afros, because they wanted the same kind of thing.

Needless to
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say,all of the things in the inservices were not bad because we did
have a chance to mingle and there many things that were brought to
our minds, I'm sure, to help us to have a

smooth year.

So it did

,have some good points as well as bad.
Watras:
staff

Paul Ressler, when he and I were talking about the

i~t~gration

,he thought that the fact that the staff integration

occurred early, I think they started it before 1972, ( I think they
started in the late '60's) they started integrating staff to try
and balance things out.

They were under some pressure from the Health,

Education and Welfare Dept.
about integrating.

So it wsa separate from the NAACP, sued

Also, Wayne Carl, he said, wanted to move in

that direction; he wanted to try
could.

to integrate as much as he

But, the point that I'm making is that, Paul said that the

integration they had on the staff made the integration of students
easier; and that is, at least they only had to do one thing in 1976
instead of two things.

And I wondered if you felt the same way; that

the effort to integrate the staff was a good thing and if it encouraged
cooperation and the building of teams.
Calhoun:

I think it was an excellent idea because it gave the

teachers an opportunity to work together, to air their differences
before they had to deal with children.

When I went to Patterson-Kennedy,

it ws integrated, the staff was integrated prior to my going there,
as it was at Residence Park when I was there.

And we had a beautiful

relationship ...
Watras:
and whites were

do you remember about what the pDDportion
done?

~

of blacks

I think Paul said that there were considerably

more blacks at the elementary level than at the secondary level.
Calhoun:

If I recall, it ws probably a 60/40 kind of thing.

60% black and 40% white.

When I went to Patterson-Kennedy, it was
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about the same.

Yes, I thought_

did work together very well.
so

it was a good idea because the staff

I knew of no problems that were racial

when the children got there and began to bus them in, the

teachers worked together.
Watras:

Listening to you talk

earlier when you said that in

o~
1973-74 som ~ the parents at Patterson-Kennedy threateneJ to leave

before the busing actually started, I wonder if you think that perhaps
the fact that that people who were adamantly opposed to it, may have
moved out earlier?
Calhoun:

Could that

,have made the actual busing run smoother?

It probably did because those people who were definitely

against it had an opportunity to leave before they actually got there
so perhaps that's why it went along so smoothly.

But once again, I

don't know the percentage of parents that actually moved.
can speak of a small percentage at Patterson-Kennedy.

I only

And I will say

several of them had talked to me and told me the same kind of thing;
they came back, after they found out how smooth it went.
Watras:

The Dayton Newspapers, in 1976, did a little study

from the Board of Realtors to look at how many houses went up for
sale and they could not find any great increase in the number of
houses, so it didn't seem that people moved out in large numbers.
And they weren't going to the principals in larg~ number of applications
for transfer either.

So whatever happened must have happened earlier

or they all agreed to go along with it.
Calhoun:
talk about it

And I'm sure most of them did.

There was a lot of

lbefore it actually came, but when that day arrived,

the playground was flooded with parents to see that everything goes
along okay.

Of course, it was flooded again at dismissal time.

And

they were all ears to hear if anything was going to go on; they were
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like sitting on a time bomb, something is going to explode over there.
But when it never exploded, they began to realize, "Hey, everything
is okay."

I truly believed the integration of the teachers set the

tone for the integration of the students.
Watras:

I know that the School Board tried to do such things

once the decision to integrate was made, the decision to bus by the
Judge Carl Reuben, that they tried vists; that is, they encouraged
the parents to visit,

the summer, the school if the child was

,:oing to be bused across town.
Patterson-Kennedy, or
Calhoun:

Was anything like that done at

were you involved in anything like that?

I was not involved in anything, but I know that if

it ws mandated by the Board I'm certain they must have extended
that opportunity to the parents.
Watras:

I don't know.

Another question I'd like, if we could shift to a

different topic, is that the reaction the teachers had to the
squabbles (well, maybe that's a bad word) to the conflict that
co occurred in the School Board; that is, in 1972, I think in
January 1973 actually, a new Board took over after an older more
liberal Board acknowledged' some responsibility in the

segregated

education and that Board in 1972 made three points that they wanted
to move towards and those included desegregation of the
and the students.

~schools

Anyway, the new Board, in 1973, withdrew those

points and denied any complicity in any segregated conditions,
and argued that they were going to strongly move against busing;
that is, they wouldn't take part in it.

Some of the teachers that I've

taaked with said that they were embarrassed by the arguments that
appeared in the School Board; that the votes always seemed to be 4-3
for SOS members against three liberal members.

One teacher told me
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that she actually was upset with herself when Jane Stertzer lost;
that was the big decision and she felt that she should have gone out
and campaigned, I think it was seven votes that she lost by, a very
small

nu~ber

at any rate.

I wonder if you had felt the same kind of

political concerns in Patterson-Kennedy with your teachers.
Calhoun:

There were concerns.

They didn't escalate into

anything, but there were many times that teachers would sit down
after reading the newspaper because many times that's how werwere
informed is through the media, sit down and discuss things, and of
course there's just as many teachers that sat down to discuss it
there were that many disagreements or agreements or ideas about it.
However, it was embarrassing to go out and to be in a group of
non-teaching professionals and you are quizzed about some of the
things that went on in the schools as well as on the Board.

And

when it came to the point that there were a division among the Board
members, and total was reversed of

some of the things that had

happened, yes it was an embarrassment.

Many professionals, other

professions other than teaching, seem to have criticiied " quite a bit
some of the things that were going on because we are dealing with our
most important commodity, and that's children.
for the future and

We're grooming them

then to have adults to sit on our

Board of

Education and made some of the decison that they made toward busing,
it was an embarrassment.

It really was.

And I got to the point

sometimes I'd hate to go out among and they found out that I was
a teacher, you ! know, the first thing they'd say to me, "Well what
about •.. How do you like that? .. What is your point of view?"
it

wou~d

escalate into a big conversation.

and

So, yes, at times it

was an embarrassment, not only to me as a teacher, but to be out
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with other individuals and then we did have a discussion in our
building, but it was not anything more than discussing other issues
that came up where there were various opinions.
Watras:

Did the teachers and the staff become political themselves

that is, they brought in campaigns for the Schoml Board members and
other elections?
Calhoun:

Not to my knowledge.

I'm sure they might have done

that, but I can't recall at this time.
Watras:

Did it encourage or discourage or did it have any

effect to what went on in the classroom?
Calhoun: I did not let anything of fear interfere with my
teaching. When I decided to become a teacher, which was after I
had worked several years as a secretary with a group of human
psychologists at the Air Base, I had a strong

~dedication

to try

to help children to understand , to learn, and to be Bible citizens.
And the things that went on around me politically, I did not let,
and still do not let interfere; squabbles Lhat occur within your
building.

I do not let that interfere with my teaching because I

am still dedicated to trying to get children understand that they
must have an education.

So it ndid not interfere with mine.

interfereed with the others, I can't speak for them.
not mine.

If it

But it did

And still, it does not and it will not because that's

not what I'm here about.
Watras:

Before 1976, 1973-1976, the School Board was actively

trying to find alternatives to busing and that was the science centers
that came out of it.
it.

There were some music programs that came out of

Did you find that period to be an opportunity where you had the

possibility of getting more of better resources than you did after
the decision to integrate buses?
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Calhoun:
Watras:
and

What do you mean by "resources?"
Well, for example, I was talking to a music teachher

' the music teacher said, "From 1973-76 they could almost name

anything they wanted to do."

They could use the Arena for large

facilities, for larger events, but once the busing came about, and
the money for these opportunities seemed not to be present anymore.
And the reason he thought was that the Board was seeking for some
programs that they could put before the Judge and say, "See, we are
integrating."

So they were willing to fund these extracurricular

activities that would bring people together on an interracial basis.
I just wondered if any of that affected a teacher at Patterson-Kennedy,
for example.
Calhoun:

Not to my knowledge; the only thing that we were

affected by .were the science centers.
and we were exposed to that.
selected.

They did have music magnets

Children could sign up and they were

I think at that time they had some other kind of magnet,

I'm not quite sure what it was now.

But they could sign up to go

Watras:

Well, they had the IGE.

Calhoun:

That's right, the IGE; individually guided instruction;

they could sign up for that.
students at Patterson-Kennedy.

But it did not affect a large number of
There were a few, but not many.

I think once we got over the hurdle of the science center, that ws
enough for us.

I don't think there were many that wanted to go

to anything else after they left the building on Wednesday to go to
the science center.
Watras:
go to?

to.

You say you

:went to ..• which scienc center did you
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Calhoun:
Watras:

Eastmont.
Shoup Mill, I

, 'heard had one too.

Calhoun: Yes, that's right.

I don't know what method they used

to pair us up, but we were paired with Jackson.

I don't know what

method they used to send us to Eastmont; all I know is that the big
yellow bus came on a Wednesday and we had to get all of our children
and go spend the day at Eastmont and come back for

.dismissal time.

The first time, needless to say, the first time in my teaching career
I hated to come to school on a particular day.
Watras:

And the actigities were not integrated

in~o

the

curriculum in any way?
Calhoun:

Very little.

things that they would

When we came back there were certain

try to tell us, but it was different because

that teacher had a different method of teaching and she was a science
teacher.

And she had ways of doing things ... I can recall working with

centimeters and therefore when I came back I
bit with centimeters in math.

:had to work a little

But the experiments and things were

all isolated kinds of things that they did on a Wednesday.
Usually, it was a one-shot kind of t h ing; you know you do it this
Wednesday; what you did this Wednesday was not
Wednesday.

So they were all one day class.

dependen~

upon next

And all we had to do

was sit there and watch the science teacher and facilitate discipline,
passing out papers, helping her to set up the science equipment and
this type of thing.
Watras:

The other thing is about extracurricular activities.

I suppose that would affect high schools and middle schools more than
it would affect primary schools, but 'let me ask the question anyway.
A common complaint against busing, integration, is that

, i t makes
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it difficult for students to stay after school and participate in
music programs, athletic programs, etc.

Did any of that affect the

elementary schools?
Calhoun:

It did not affect any of them because we had no

kind of programs that was after school.

If there wrewere programs,

the principal got person and he would bring a bus back to pick them
up or what. But it was very, very seldom that we had anything after
school.

The school at thattime went up to the eighth grade and

basketball team, cheerleading, this kind of thing was held during
the school day.

It might not have helped because they might have

had practice after school.
Watras:

It was work ...

Now, I think the only thing that was lost was your

point that you tried to work your activities in

~before

your

dismissal so extracurricular activities were a part of the program.
Calhoun:

There was no problem with this at all because they

tried to get them in before the end of the school day.

If they

had had no busing at that time, it would have probably extended
after school, but it worked out very well in our building where
the gym teacher

,had a basketball team made up of the eighth grade

boys and they worked very well. We had a cheerleading team and they
tried to get practice in ouon the teachers' planning time.
we would have games during
effectively.

school day.

And

So it worked out very

We had no problems with any activities after school.

However, at that time, we did have an extended school day.
the extended school day, the parents had to come

in~

With

and pick up

the children, that is, the black children, if they chose to stay.
Of course, the white ones could all ' come.
arrangements for themselves.

And parents had to make
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Watras:

Let me ask you a question that is probably impossible

to answer and that is, Generally, how would you evaluate the desegregation?
Would you say that it worked for the good or for the bad?
something that should have happened?
Calhoun:

Was there

Or shouldn't have happened?

That is a very difficult question to answer.

But I am

of the opinion that forcing anything on anybody is not good.

I don't care

if it's a mixing of races, whether it is a mixing of something you don't
like to eat, or whatever it is; I forcing someone
sometimes has a negative effect.

to do something

I think things ought to be worked

out naturally; let it come about naturally.

And sometimes maybe other

surrounding things can cause things to work out naturally.

For example,

housing; a person can go and buy a house wherever they choose and it
happens to be an integrated ."neighborhood, fine.
that school.

The children go to

I believe naturally things can be worked out because who

says integration is good for anyone.

What makes it so much better to

have black and white children gogether?

We ought to have equal

opportunities in every school; we ought to have the same

amoun ~ of

resources in every school; we ought to have the same fine
opportunities for every kid in this district, whether it's black,
white, green, or whatever.

And whether they go to school with white

kids or black kids shouldn't have any effect upon

it. All schools

should be equal; that is, in terms of supplies, equipment, opportunities,
activities, whatever it may be; all schols should be alike.

I don't

it takes busing to have one school superior over the other.

My

opinion is that things should happen naturally without forcing anyone .
to do anything.
Watras:

Let me make the question even more specific, which

might make it a little more different.

When you mentioned the
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science centers, with the white principal and the black students,
one of the fears, and I think Art

Thomas (he was younger in those days

and somewhat more radical than he is now) complained that the busing
was actually hurting the black children, sending them to schools where
they weren't appreciated, and subject to more disciplinary actions.
Did that seem to be the case after busing, after 1976?
Calhoun:

In some cases it did because it was telling the

black families, "Hey, you have to go over on the other side of town
to get good quality education."

Yes, it was hurting to a lot of the

black people because why wasn't they bused on the west side?

They

weren't; all of the science centers were located on the other side
of town and it would make you think, "Hey, here's all of the quality;
material; here's all of the quality teachers.

But we're

going to let

you come in once a week so you can get a little nip at this."
that's what it amounted to.

And

What could you get in one day in science,

when you're constantly changing?

So, yes it was a kind of slap in the

face and it was not in the best interest.

' But, you see, they were

doing something then to pacify that law that was going to come into
being; here we are trying to do something.
money wasted;

~I

I think there

twas

think it was haphazardly done and I think it was

just for the sake of saying, "We're integrated."
Watras:

You know it is interesting that you would say

things should happen naturally.

that

I wsa talking with another

superintendent and he did say

that Dayton seemed to pass : up

some opportunities, such as vocational schools; that had they gone
in with the Montgomery County Vocational Schools that they would
have naturally led to integration.
of discipline and principals.

Let me come back to the question

When the busing happened after 1976
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and black children went to Patterson-Kennedy where you are, were the
black children subjected to more disciplinary actions than the whites?
Did it appear to you ... although you said the staff wsa integrated.
Calhoun:

Yes, the staff

3was integrated but the first principal

that we had I could not see any difference in the way he treated
the students.

He seemed to have treated them fairly.

were wrong, they were both dealt

If they both

'. the same kind of punishment.

However, the second principal that came

llong, I had to take a close

look at him because he began, and it was brought to his attention by
members of our

staf~

that he was treating hlack students a little

bit differently than he was whites.
he would question the black:
Well, you got this."
happened to start the

For example, two fighting and

"What did you do?

Why did · you do it?

And Johnny over here is white who might have
fight and never got questioned until, after

I questioned you first. Those subtle kinds of things were brought
to his attention
Watras:

that he was completely unaware that he was doing.

DId he try to change after it was brought to his

attention?
Calhoun:

He tried to change but you know sometimes when it
I

is ingrained in you and you've been doing it and yoYhave this subtle
feeling all the time and it's imposed on you, it's kind of hard to
change.

That gentleman was close to retirement and what could he do?

Theee ws nothing to do but bring it to his attention and of course
he recognized and he said, "Yes, I'll watch this; I'll take care of
it."

But it ws never taken care of because it was a part, it was a

natural part of him;

and it's kind of hard to change at that stage

in your life when it's a natural

part

of~ou.

So a lot of things

wree imbedded down into them that had preconceived ideas about and
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couldn't be erased; couldn't be changed.

It became a lot better but

now we're going back into the same kind of thing. A lot of teachers
now seem to be mishandling black kids.

I see a lot of it now.

Johnny gets scolded quicker than the next person because of the same
instance, or sitting at the lunch table and two are talking, the

'0I

first one that will be called will be the black one.

see that

subtley now making a black kid write more because of the same kind
of punishment, sending one home and the other one goes to in-school
suspension for the same kind of offense.

Now these kinds of things

I'm beginning to see come into play now a lot more than I did . in
the early '80's when we were into this thing.

But I believe it

goes back to central government and President Reagan and his dim
view of Affirmative Action and he's let

th~hangle

off some of

these kinds of things and so therefore, many people who are
white do not see that need, check and balance all of these kinds of
things.

And so I see it coming back into it and unless a new

administration does something with this Affirmative Action and
equal rights and equal opportunities, we're going to be back where
we were in the '60's.

I'd hate to see that.

But if something isn't

done in this next administration, I see that coming.

And we don't

have the Reverend Martin Luther Kings anymore and we're search!ng
every group of blacks to find that leader that will come up and
speak out.

Reverend Jackson is good but we need good local leaders

that will take on the responsibility of checks and balances with
the system here.
Watras: I guess I'm a little surprised to

:hear that black

students would suffer more discipline because now the proportion
of balck students has increased dramatically, hasn't it?

1

Calhoun:
Watras:

Yes.
Well,

I imagine in the district it's somewhere around

sixty or seventy percent.
Calhoun:
Watras:

Right.
Although in any school it can be fifteen percent above

or fifteen percent below that.
Calhoun: Right.
black.

And I

think in this school it is predominantly

Patterson-Kennedy was almost half, but there I had the

opportunity to see more of it. Because it was almost half and half
over there.
Watras:

Is the faculty still integrated?

Calhoun:

Yes.

Watras: I think they still use the system that Paul Ressler used
when he was there.
Calhoun:

I don't think there are any school systems,

school buildings,
Watras:
question;

I

that are not integrated.

I

I mean

think they all are.

I'm trying to think if there is any other major
think we've done most of them.

Oh, you mentioned the

relationship you had with your principals and you wouldn't say that
anything that happened between the staff and the principal,

between

the faculty and the principal, had anything to do with the School
Board?
Calhoun:

No,

the actions that happened between the staff and the

principal was normal interaction.

I don't think any of them was

politically motivated to do what they did. I think it was their own
belief,

their own way of doing things,

building and I
Watras:

their own way of handling their

think it was their idea.
Oh,

one other question.

desegregation of the schools have,

Were the concerns with

in any way, affected the

curriculum?

One thing that came out after the busing in 1976, one of

the editorials

in the Dayton Daily News

and also

the Journal Herald,

I

think, was the pictures on the walls were different and i t took
integration to point

that

out.

In Dunbar,

the heroes

were black and

in Belmont, they were white and they made those changes.
wondered if you had noticed similar things
Calhoun:

Very

much so.

I just

at Patterson-Kennedy

In our textbooks,

is

a good example.

We

always had very few mentions of black heroes and the only one you
would hear about was Harriet Tubman.
true!

And on that

it did.

That

was

Harriet Tubman,
about

so gentle and

the extent

of it.

And

then

maybe on the last page or two, it might have mentioned Booker T.
Washington,
hadn't

or it might have mentioned Shirley Chisholm.

gotten up,

because the books

to the time of Martin Luther King.
textbook committees,
those books

collars
for.

I

You'd go

only with blacks,

Those are

the kinds

there.

In fact,

I

she said,

hate

so

short
Why

do

had

third grade and she taught

appeared in February and
this

month?"

m on th."

of

"It's

"Ve ry

you hate

sho rt,

it."

full
but

"We got

to

one

about

with all

things

second grade.
"I hate

of
we

teacher,

so
have

teach

this

we had

eve ryt hi ng
that

teaching

black history?"

"I don't

to

there

which was

watch
were

amazing;

"Why

and

do

you

it's such a

g oi ng

in February."

dog-gone black history."
What is so dog-gone

know

how."

"You have

Masters degree in Elementary Education and you don't know how to
black history?

no

Black History Month

month."

many things

I said, "Now, wait a minute, what do you mean?
bad

but

down the hall during Black History Month,

nothing

taught

often recommended is that

We would see blacks digging in gardens and the white

in the office.

blacks;

not

we hadn't gotten up

Now, after serving on many

one of the things I

be integrated,

minorities.

were so old,

But we

What is so different about black history as it is

a

teach

white history?"

I

take another issue with everything because why do

we have to teach black history one day out of the month?

We're

teaching history; history should be for all people for all months,
you white,

black,

purple or whatever color it is.

That was a little

startling to hear and this happened in the past five years.
were those kinds of things

that were going on.

be

But there

White pictures,

principals lined the hall and they were all white in PattersonKennedy.

We never had until •••

Watras:
Calhoun:

Were they all male,
No,

too?

they were female,

That is one of the

white.

oldest schools in the city of Dayton, so they had a lot of female
white principals.

When I went over there in 1973 the assistant

principal was black but her picture was never on the wall.

In 1982 we

still had a white principal but we had a black assistant principal;
her picture was never on the wall.
principal;
that's

In 1986-87 we had a black

her picture was never on the wall.

true.

It's amazing,

And another thing that was amazing,

black history and without opening the door,

but yes,

you could go around

you could tell which

teachers were black and which were white just by the displays they had
on the outside of their rooms during Black History Month.
ones may have had a picture of Martin Luther King,

The white

but that's it.

The

black ones would have the whole gambit of black modern Americans.

The

children doing write-ups and other things and the white teachers would
maybe have one or two pictures.

You could tell right away, and this

is as late as two years ago.

that is true.

So,

pictures in black schools and white in white.
that way.

You would see black
Lot of them are still

But the textbooks have done a lot of changes,

companies that are doing integration,

seeking out

not only in pictures,

jobs, what the people are doing in the stories and

but in

this kind of thing.

Watras:

Well,

thank you very much.

answers the questions

that I

had.

I

I

think that

pretty well

appreciate your taking the time

to talk with me.
Calhoun: And I

hope to have been able to recall most of

the

things and I hope that what I said to you was beneficial in your
research.
Watras: I'm sure it will be.

